
Introducing the new… 



Launch Overview
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Runtastic will launch Runtastic Orbit on July 31, 2014 at 8 am ET.

The new wearable will allow users to track their daily movements, 
fitness activities and sleep cycles.

The Orbit Connect feature will offer users of the flagship Runtastic 
app a practical, second screen during fitness activites.

Data generated by Orbit will also sync wirelessly with the new 
Runtastic Me app, allowing users to view stats on the Orbit display, 
within the Me app. 



Orbit Features Overview
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Steps & Distance Sleep Calories Burned Set & Reach Goals

Waterproof Ambient Lighting Vibration Alerts Monitor Daily 
Progress

Happy Tracking Time & Alarm Bluetooth Smart 
Technology

Long-Lasting
Battery



Sleep lab
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Features Continued…
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Vibration mode provides users 
with subtle alerts when they 

become inactive or can be used 
as an alarm when sleeping

Orbit is waterproof up to 300 ft, 
allowing users to track activites in 

almost every environment



Versatility
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Orbit comes with a clip and two wristbands (black and blue), allowing 
users to wear it on their wrist, attached to their waistband or in a 
more discreet location. 

Six additional colored wristbands are available for purchase.



Orbit Connect
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Orbit Connect offers users of the flagship Runtastic app a practical, 
second screen during fitness activities, improving the ease of 
viewing real-time activity details during a run, walk or bike ride.



Runtastic Me
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View steps, distance, 
active minutes and 

calories burned

Review detailed 
statistics showing  

daily progress

The new app is a 
dashboard for daily 

activities



Quick Start Instructions
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Runtastic Online Shop
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For the first time, U.S. customers can purchase Orbit and all Runtastic 
hardware from the Runtastic Online Shop: runtastic.com/shop/us 

Runtastic Orbit Libra Scale

GPS Watch with Heart 
Rate Monitor

Sports Armband for 
Smartphones

Bluetooth Heart Rate 
Monitor

https://www.runtastic.com/shop/us/

